You are cordially invited to
attend a murder mystery party…

Hosted by:
You are assigned to play the role of:
To view the Company website of Worldwide Prestige, Inc.
Go to: www.WorldwidePrestigeInc.com Find out interesting facts
and history prior to the mystery party!

Date:
Time:
Location:
RSVP by:

to:

LIST OF CHARACTERS
CHARACTER NAME AND
OCCUPATION

Jasmine
aurora
Interim Chief Executive
Officer

misty
rainbow
Director of Employment

stoney

oxadoddy
Chief Operations
Officer

calyx
lovage
Executive Assistant to
the CEO

quince
frost
Chief Financial Officer

Mugwort
buttercup

Executive Director of
Internal Audit

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

COSTUME
SUGGESTIONS

The domineering Jasmine Aurora is the recently appointed interim
Chief Executive Officer at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. It’s common
knowledge that Jasmine slips by with minimal hours and nominal
efforts but she morphs into a horse of a different color the instant any
member of the Board of Directors arrives on site. A self-riotous
hypocrite that is on vacation more than she is at work, Jasmine rules
with an iron fist and has demoted, even fired employees over minor
violations of punctuality!

Formal business
attire.

Hide the corporate ladders! Misty Rainbow is the unappeasable
ladder climber of Worldwide Prestige, Inc. Only six months ago, her
neighbor helped her land her first gig in the mailroom and ever since,
she’s clawed and connived her way to the lucrative position of
Director of Employment in the Human Resources subdivision of the
company. The moody and insensitive Misty is anything but
trustworthy and some say she’d push her Granny in front of a train if
it meant more money and a bigger title!

Formal business
attire. Copies of a
fake resume to
slip to your
superiors as an
optional prop.

Stoney Oxadoddy is the sly Chief Operations Officer that journeyed a
scandal-tinged path to the top position of Chief Operations Officer.
Stoney started in a low-level management position and worked into
the executive offices in five years. Many of Stoney’s promotions
were based upon his/her discovery of huge blunders in paperwork.
Over the years, Stoney reported these errors directly to the CEO, Eric
Wilde, and once even saved the company from a $20,000 loss!
However, rumor has it that Stoney is the one who actually made the
mistakes but blamed them on his/her superiors to the CEO! Great
advice is to never turn your back on Stoney!

Formal business
attire.

Calyx Lovage is the whiney executive assistant to the Chief
Executive Officer. Calyx suffers from a severe lack of confidence and
low self esteem and these deficiencies will most likely keep Calyx in
the same position for the remainder of his/her career. The grapevine
gossipers maintain that the missing CEO, Eric Wilde, recently
discovered that Calyx fabricated his/her resume to get the Executive
Assistant job a couple of years ago. Nobody knows the outcome of
that issue as the CEO recently disappeared and Calyx still has
his/her job.

Semi-formal
business attire.
Remember, you
have a very low
self esteem so
nothing flashy. A
toy gun
(concealed) as an
optional prop.

Quince Frost is the uber-quiet Chief Financial Officer at Worldwide
Prestige, Inc. Quince lurks in the shadows of the halls avoiding
contact with others at all costs. If you send an email to Quince, don’t
leave your office because you’re bound to receive an immediate
phone call in return as Quince refuses to put anything in writing. This
drives everyone at the company nutty as Quince is extremely elusive
to speak with and you can’t get a straight answer from Quince no
matter how hard you try! Some people swear s/he is up to no good!

Formal business
attire. Choose
monotone colors
as you are not
trendy and do not
want attention.
Mirrored
sunglasses as an
optional prop.

Mugwort Buttercup is the tenacious Executive Director of Internal
Audit at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. Reporting directly to the Board of
Directors, Mugwort struts around the company as if s/he were
privileged royalty. Mugwort and his/her team keep an inflexible
control over all aspects of financial compliance and employee
relations. Mugwort takes his/her job extremely serious and even
drives to employees’ homes to document how they’re spending
money. If s/he finds they are living above their means, a full blown
investigation ensues!

Extremely
conservative and
slightly nerdy
formal business
attire.

Rock ivy
Chief Administrative
Officer

Storm

wormwood
V.P. of Human
Resources

Rio fox
V.P. for Public Affairs

Blaze
winters
V.P. of Research

Basil
maples
Senior Legal Counsel –
Litigation and Legal
Policy

Kyo
hualing
Director of Global
Relations and
Research

Ginger

belladonna
Executive Assistant to
the Chief Financial
Officer

The Chief Administrative Officer at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. is Rock
Ivy - the manic bipolar disorder sufferer. One minute Rock is your
friend talking about last weekend’s fishing trip and the next he is
screaming at you over a typo you made on a daily memorandum
about Hawaiian shirt day! You never know what you’ll get when you
speak to Rock so most people only go to his office as a last resort!
It’s no surprise, but Rock doesn’t have real friends of his own so he
mandates the employees in his division attend his private parties at a
local bar every week. He makes it very clear that if you skip the
weekly festivities, you’ll pay for it dearly on Monday! Maybe even
with your job!

Formal business
attire. Fake pill
bottles as an
optional prop as
your character is
on multiple
medications for
bipolar disorder.

The award for the most nauseating employee at Worldwide Prestige,
Inc. goes to…Storm Wormwood. Storm created the phrase ‘beef up
your resume’ as he was employed as a lady’s shoe salesman at
Bacy’s Department Store immediately before landing the prestigious
title of Vice President of Human Resources at Worldwide Prestige,
Inc. Not even Sherlock Holmes himself could sleuth how Storm
pulled that one off! But everybody does agree that he is a very
smooth talker!

Formal business
attire. Business
cards with a
‘beefed up’ title of
Executive Senior
Vice President to
annoy your
coworkers as an
optional prop.

Hold on, I’ll get right back to you on that. I have to call my father and
ask what he thinks about it first! Rio Fox, the charismatic Vice
President for Public Affairs, secretly calls his father for advice about
absolutely everything. Rio doesn’t tie his shoe unless his dad says it
needs it!

Formal business
attire. A cell
phone to call dad
is a must.

Blaze Winters is the obnoxious Vice President of Research. Lacking
a filter for both voice volume and content, he speaks his mind without
a care in the world about who is listening. A long-timer at Worldwide
Prestige, Inc., Blaze is anything but tolerant of the new recruits and
isn’t ashamed to let them know how he feels. Blaze is somewhat
amicable for the most part but has a very short fuse that you want to
keep even the tiniest spark far away from!

Formal business
attire. *This
character is
supposed to be
‘older’ than most.
If played by a
young man, he
should wear a
gray wig.

Basil Maples is the abrasive Senior Legal Counsel for Worldwide
Prestige, Inc. He leads the Litigation and Legal Policy Department by
intimidation and thrives on those that are fearful of him. The water
cooler gossips claim that Basil finished his law courses online during
work hours while he was the Director of Marketing. During that time,
he allegedly bullied his employees to cover 100% of his
responsibilities – even personal ones like picking up his laundry,
going to the grocery store, picking up his family from the airport, etc!
Must be nice to collect a huge paycheck while attending school and
having personal assistants!

Formal business
attire.

Kyo Hualing is the lazy Director of Global Relations and Research.
Due to a new hiring strategy in Human Resources, he was hired
straight out of college. Kyo gladly accepted the high-status title 8
months ago and has done nothing but under impress everybody in
the company since day one. This rookie lacks shame; however, as
he constantly admits during meetings that he is unable to do the
tasks that are assigned to him and uses the excuse that he’s ‘still in
training.’ Everybody wonders when the executives will finally have
enough of his slothful behavior.

Formal business
attire. Un-ironed,
un-tucked shirt
and tie tied
incorrectly.

Ginger Belladonna is the spunky Executive Assistant to the Chief
Financial Officer. Ginger is well loved and appreciated tremendously
as she accommodates everybody’s needs - even at her own
expense. Ginger would like to attend community college at night to
earn a nursing degree but has been working late unpaid hours
helping her subdivision keep up with their ever-growing workload! As
bad as she wants it - she’s not sure if now is the time to focus on her
own needs, dreams and desires.

Very trendy and
young looking
business attire.

Kassy
saffron
Director of Marketing

Angelica

venus

Senior V.P. of
Technology
Infrastructure

Keisha

mistletoe
Senior Risk Officer

Woody
nightshade
V.P. of Environmental
Health and Safety

Sage
sorrel
Director of Advertising

Raine

huckleberry
V.P. of Tax Policy and
Planning

Laurel
holly
V.P. of Business
Development

Kassy Saffron is the sassy and hyperactive Director of Marketing.
She speaks her mind and lives for confrontation. Once, in a fit of
road rage on the way to work, she chased a truck load of unsavory
men into the seedy part of town just so she could ‘tell them off’ for
swerving into her lane! A sage word of advice is: do not cross Kassy
Saffron as there is no doubt you’ll regret it.

Formal business
attire. Suit should
be very bold –
bold colors, bold
print for the
blouse, scarf, etc.
Cigar as an
optional prop.

The overly-anxious Angelica Venus is the Senior Vice President of
Technology Infrastructure. Angelica was recently promoted to the
Vice President position and soon after, received a second promotion
as a Senior Vice President. Rumor has it that she got the second
promotion as a confidence booster to help relieve her anxiety and
cure her issues of self-doubt. It appears as though it only served to
make it worse as Angelica is a complete bundle of nerves waiting to
explode at any moment.

Formal business
attire.

Keisha Mistletoe is the high maintenance Senior Risk Officer at
Worldwide Prestige, Inc. No stranger to top designer fashion and
expensive jewelry, Keisha enjoys strolling through the halls of the
company flaunting her new expensive wares to the women staff
members. Nobody knows where Keisha gets the money to buy such
luxurious items. How much could a Senior Risk Officer get paid,
anyway? The answer is clear - not enough for what she’s sporting
around town!

Formal, very
expensive and
fashionable
looking, business
attire. Flashy
costume jewelry.
Fake money in
wads in every
pocket as optional
props.

Woody Nightshade is the overly blunt Vice President of
Environmental Health and Safety. Woody is an extremely hard
worker and does a superb job leading the EH&S Department, but
personally suffers from a severe case of Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder. Woody’s antics of hand washing and hypochondria drive
his/her employees to the brink of office insanity!

Formal business
attire. Any type of
safety equipment
such as hand
sanitizer, a dust
mask, etc.

Sage Sorrel will do absolutely anything to please the Executives of
Worldwide Prestige, Inc. Sage waits in his/her office every day to
time his/her walk to the parking lot with the executives. Sage
eavesdrops to find out where the executives might go after work and
then ‘by coincidence’ ends up going to the same location. Sage does
have a family at home but has put Worldwide Prestige, Inc. a top
priority at all costs. Who knows what Sages’ motive is for doing this
but most likely, Sage shouldn’t be trusted.

Formal business
attire.

The calm Raine Huckleberry is possibly one of the nicest and most
helpful employees at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. Raine is a long-time
executive who is an expert on the inner workings and history of the
company. Raine is an excellent source of information and
mentorship. However, the word is that Raine might have a hidden
dark side but nobody has been able to prove that.

Formal
conservative
business attire.

Laurel Holly is the shy and reserved Vice President of Business
Development. For such a high profile position, Laurel’s personality
certainly doesn’t fill the bill. However, Laurel does have a veiled
charm that, when push comes to shove, s/he can use it to get what
s/he wants.

Formal business
attire.

Skye
balsam
Director of Healthcare

Talon
indigo
V.P. of Finance and
Purchasing

reed
Anocho
Director of Corporate
Dining Services

briar
garland
Director of Corporate
Wellness

Rosemary

aster

Vice President of Asset
Management

Pepper
lotus
Vice President of
Purchasing

Skye Balsam is the extraverted Director of Healthcare of Worldwide
Prestige, Inc. A caring general practitioner, Skye oversees the
medical clinic at the headquarter campus. The employees admire
Skye, but a visit to the corporate clinic might land you in the waiting
area for hours as Skye loves to talk to his/her patients!

Formal business
attire. Any type of
medical
equipment (i.e.
lab coat, tongue
depressors, etc.)
as optional props.

Where’s Talon? Oh, it’s Friday, never mind… That’s a common
phrase in the hallway on Fridays when someone needs Talon
Indigo’s assistance. This sluggish Vice President of Finance and
Purchasing has a host of so-called medical issues that cause his/her
absence from work on Fridays…and nearly every Friday at that! Not
the most energetic of employees, Talon squeaks by with the bare
minimum to not get fired. Nobody knows exactly how Talon ended
up with a VP title with his/her poor work ethic!

Formal business
attire.

Hailing from South America, Reed Anocho often portrays that s/he
has doesn’t comprehend the English language but some say that
Reed actually speaks perfect English when s/he thinks nobody’s
listening! Reed is the Director of Corporate Dining Services and has
been with Worldwide Prestige, Inc. for only a few months. The menu,
however, was recently revamped to include only dishes with a super
spicy South American flare. Some employees are growing quite
unhappy with this new daily selection.

Formal business
attire with a South
American flare
(i.e. colorful Latinstyle shirt/ blouse,
etc.)

Briar Garland exists on a diet of protein shakes and supplements and
spouts out nutritional guidance to anyone with time to spare. Briar
runs a tight ship with the corporate wellness program and manages
the workout center as if it alone were a fortune 500 company.

Formal business
attire – or – wear
trendy work out
attire and show
muscles if you
have ‘em.

Be careful with your choice of words while speaking with the
glamorous Rosemary Aster. This overly sensitive Vice President of
Asset Management analyzes every word and will obsess for days
over anything she deems the slightest bit negative. Rosemary gives
a new meaning to the phrase ‘walking on eggshells!’

Glamorous
evening attire.

Pepper Lotus is no stranger to the use of power to control inferiors –
both on and off the clock! It’s no surprise that everyone in her
division, i.e. Pepper’s Puppets, compete to be the personal best
friend to Pepper. If you are in the purchasing Department, do
whatever Pepper wants - on and off the clock - and all will be well.

Formal business
attire. Multiple
credit cards as
optional props.

Kizzie

wintergreen
Director of Corporate
Relations

Dill

feverfew
Vice President of
Postal Services

Myron
galaxy
Director of Corporate
Investor
Communications

Jag
wisteria
Director of
Transportation

Roan
hickory
Comptroller

Linden
Cherrie
Director of Corporate
Training

Kizzie Wintergreen is the unapproachable Director of Corporate
Relations. Kizzie proclaims she avoids people because she is closer
to animals than humans. She is difficult to deal with and extremely
socially awkward but does let her hair down during corporate
functions. In fact, she often unveils a wild side that’s far too much for
most people to handle.

Formal business
attire. Pictures of
animals as
optional props.

Dill Feverfew is the outrageous Vice President of Postal Services.
Dill is married to an heiress that refuses to allow him to sit idle all day
in their mansion so he works at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. to make his
bride happy. However, Dill definitely doesn’t show career aspirations
and everybody is certain that his prestigious title was ‘arranged’ by
his wife’s powerful family.

Trendy, yet casual
business attire.
No tie- you don’t
care about
impressing
anyone.

Myron Galaxy is the fun-loving prankster and hilarious Director of
Corporate Investor Communications. If you are ever in need of a
cheer up - go to Myron’s office and he’ll perform a bit of standup
comedy for you. The employees of the company all love Myron and
know to take only half of what he says seriously. Myron is probably
the most dedicated employee at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. and
definitely the most fun to be around.

Formal business
attire. Any type of
practical joke item
(i.e. post it note
pad, whoopee
cushion, etc.) as
optional props.

Jag Wisteria is the uncouth Director of Transportation at Worldwide
Prestige, Inc. Jag’s a bit of a ‘good ole’ boy’ and has archaic views of
society and social interactions. He’s definitely not known for saying
the right thing or doing what is proper in any given situation. He
blames his ill-mannered behavior on his ‘country upbringing.’

Formal business
attire with a
western shirt and
western string tie.
Cowboy hat and
boots as an
optional
accessory.

Roan Hickory is the antisocial Comptroller of Worldwide Prestige, Inc.
As if Roan stepped out of a cave of isolation for thirty years, s/he has
no idea how to interact with others and therefore speaking with Roan
is always unnerving and difficult. No one is immune to the
uncomfortable stares and pauses during the unwarranted
conversations. Some employees swear the room drops in
temperature when Roan enters!

Strange (i.e.
something from
another decade)
yet formal
business attire.

Linden Cherrie is the needy Director of Corporate Training at
Worldwide Prestige, Inc. Linden refuses to come to work even 1
minute early and dashes to the parking lot at 5:00 PM sharp! Also,
it’s ironic that the one responsible for all of corporate training has to
beg employees in the training Department to complete all projects for
him/her since s/he doesn’t have a clue as to how anything functions
in the company. Linden believes that having a job means being
present from 8 to 5 without much beyond that.

Formal business
attire.

Nova

meadows
V.P. of Engineering

Romy aloe
Director of Corporate
Financial Planning and
Analysis

Olive
silverbush
Manager of Corporate
Travel

Poppy rue
Manager of Corporate
Events

Gale
pigweed
Manager of
Photographic Services

Forrest
peony
Director of Building
Services

A lawyer by training and an ex-CEO of three failed corporations,
Nova Meadows is the capricious Vice President of Engineering at
Worldwide Prestige, Inc. The productivity in the Engineering
Department has plummeted since this world traveling anti-King Midas
accepted the position last November. To nobody’s surprise, news
leaked out a few days ago that Nova is actually the cousin of a
member of the Board of Directors and they both often take extended
European vacations together quite frequently. The mystery is now
solved on how Nova landed the job.

Formal business
attire with any
type of European
souvenirs (i.e. a
leather belt from
Italy, suspenders
from Germany,
etc.)

It’s without a doubt that Romy Aloe lacks a brain of her own. Romy
has consultants within the corporation that she relies upon for advice
for any task she’s assigned. She is a stern advocate for Misty
Rainbow and many wonder what type of wicked spell Misty must be
holding Romy under as her loyalty seems bottomless.

Formal business
attire.

The lunchroom gossips all say that Olive Silverbush must have
crawled directly out of a Beverly Hillbillies episode! Olive is far from
refined or educated but is the hard-working Manager of Corporate
Travel at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. A few months ago, Olive finally
passed her GED exam in lieu of the high school diploma she never
earned. She was acknowledged and received an award during a
lunchtime ceremony hosted by Eric Wilde, the now missing CEO, for
her accomplishments.

Very tacky
business attire.
Hair in braided
pigtails.

Did you guys go without me to the vending machines? How dare
you! Those words often echo from inside of Poppy Rue’s office!
Poppy will ‘flip out’ if she feels left out of any social situation – even if
it is two colleagues walking to the vending machines without her!
Talk about high maintenance! Poppy Rue is the demanding Manger
of Corporate Events and ruthless corporate gossip! Never confide in
Poppy Rue if you don’t want it immediately blasted out via a
corporate email!

Very fashionable,
‘high statement’
formal business
attire.

Gale Pigweed is the charming Manager of Photographic Services.
Everybody is a friend to Gale and you never feel like you’ve skipped
a beat in your friendship if you haven’t seen her for a while. Gale is
high energy and definitely a positive force within the company.
Personally, however, Gale has troubled relationships and a
compulsive gambling problem which leads to serious financial
problems. She isn’t afraid to ask those close to her for a loan and
this can be quite uncomfortable.

Formal business
attire. Tons of
lotto tickets, horse
race tickets (or
other gambling
type items) as
optional props.

The perfect mannered Forrest Peony is the meticulous Director of
Building Services. Everything in Forrest’s life seems to be in perfect
order. He took the ideal career pathway, has the perfect ‘school
teacher’ wife, and his kids are honor students at the top of their
classes. What else can a man ask for? Everyone routes for Forrest
but they have no idea he has a secret wicked side that is bursting to
surface.

Formal business
attire. Any type of
power tool or
‘handy man’ type
item as optional
props.

North
hawke
Lead Internal Auditor

Leo wolfe
Manager of Foreign
Affairs

Originally from Canada, North Hawke is the scrupulous Lead Internal
Auditor at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. North is difficult to read during a
conversation as you’ll sense he analyzes every word you say. This is
rather intimidating since he holds a position of authority in the
company. North is a member of essentially every committee
available in the corporation and this causes him to not be around his
office much. There is a rumor floating around that North’s team of
auditors are not doing their jobs and fake their audit reports. His
absentee style of management might be his downfall.

Formal business
attire. A notepad
to write down
what everyone
says as an
optional prop.

There is no mistaking that Leo Wolfe is loving life. He is the Manager
of Foreign Affairs at Worldwide Prestige, Inc. and would rather make
a joke out of a situation than handle it with discretion. Leo is dead set
on always doing the right thing and protecting those that are loyal to
him. If employees find themselves in a locked debate, they call upon
Leo to mediate as he’s known for being unbiased and very fair to
everybody in any given situation.

Formal business
attire. Any type of
silly item (i.e.
rubber nose and
glasses) as
optional props.

